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While the class of multipliers of the Sobolev space M”.‘( Iw”) is strictly larger than 
the space of bounded measures for N > I [3], we show in this paper that it fails to 
contain certain natural operators of the singular integral type (Theorem 1). To 
prove this, we consider the analogous Sobolev space Ii’“.’ of the homogeneous type 
and show that a nonconstant homogeneous function of degree zero cannot be a 
Fourier multiplier of ~“.‘(K?‘J (Theorem 2). Some of the results of this paper were 
announced in [d], f 1987 Academtc Pro>. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
As usual, Lp(R”), 1 < p < #x8, is the Lebesgue space of p-integrable 
functions on R”. We write @‘(R”) for the Sobolev space on KY, given by 
W’.‘(W) = (J’E L’(W): ?“j”~ L’(W), )u(( <k}, 
where CI is a multi-index, a’/ the corresponding distributional derivative 
and k is any positive integer. Let 9( KY) stand for the space of C” functions 
with compact suport and H’(P) for the real Hardy space defined in [IS]. 
We denote by s” ’ the unit sphere in R” and by A, the Laplacian. 
By a multiplier of W”.‘(R”) we mean a tempered distribution S such that 
the convolution with S defines a bounded linear operator on E’k.‘( P). The 
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space of all these multipliers is written as (I@‘, IV’). The Fourier trans- 
form of I multiplier is called a Fourier multiplier. 
A. Stattment of the Main Results 
Fouri’zr multipliers of Wk”(Rn) are locally Fourier transforms of L’ 
functions. The following theorem indicates their behaviour at infinity. It 
shows in particular that when R is a nonconstant function which is 
homogeneous of degree 0 and x is a C” function which is such that 
x(t)= 1 for ItI >2; x(t)=0 for 151 < 1, then ;r(<)Q(<) is not a Fourier 
multiplil:r of Wk.‘( R”). 
It also shows that symbols of singular integral operators modified to be 
continuous at the origin (for example, the function t,l,/(l + 151’)) are not 
Fourier multipliers of IVk.‘. 
THEOREM 1. Let m he a continuous function in 58” such that, for an?’ 
< E KY”\! {O ), m( t<) has a limit Q( 5) when t tends to infinity,. Then, if’ m is a 
Fourier wultiplier of Wk.‘([w”), R is a constant function. 
The key point of the proof is the use of Ornstein’s theorem [2] in the 
context of homogeneous Sobolev spaces @‘k,‘(R”) (defined below in 
Sect. B) We show that the Fourier multipliers of 14’k.’ and ek.’ are the 
same al infinity (Proposition 1) and prove the following theorem from 
which I heorem 1 is deduced. 
THEO <EM 2. Let 52 be a homogeneous function of degree 0. which is con- 
tinuous ‘n KY” ; {O 1. Then Q is a Fourier multiplier of pk.’ lfand on!,, if it is a 
constan,. 
B. The Space pk.‘( I?‘), k > I 
Let L:Jk.‘(R”) be the topological vector space given by 
d”,‘(R+ (T#: $“TEL’([W”), 1~1 =k) 
with thl: seminorm 
II 7-11 ti~.l(an) = 1 II?” TII ~1. 
1 = k 
If Ykp stands for the space of polynomials of degree strictly less than k, 
we den’>te by fik.‘(Rn) the quotient space kkk.‘/9’-*. Now lkk.‘(R”) is a 
Banach space under the quotient norm. (The completeness follows from [ 1, 
p. 3661 ) 
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We can, in fact, identify f&k.1 with the completion of 9 under the norm 
To prove this, we need only verify that D is dense in tik,‘. This follows 
from the lemma below, where we take k = 1, for simplicity. The proof of the 
lemma is similar to [S, p. 23 11. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose n > 1 and let f,, fi ,..., f,, be functions in L’([W”) 
sati.sfj+zg 
L?fi _ vi - ax, as, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. (1) 
Then there exists a sequence ( Y,,, > offunctions in 9( 0’3”) such that 8 ‘P,,,jax, 
tends to fj in the L’-norm as m tends to infinity. 
Proof It follows from ( 1) that x(O) = 0, for any i. Take @ E 9( R”) such 
that Q(c) = 1 for 151 < 1. If cp is the Fourier transform of 0, let us define 
q,(s) = (l/t”) cp(x/t). Then, as m tends to infinity, the rz functions 
( ql,,,, - cp,) * .f, tend in L’ to the n functionsf,. Moreover, they satisfy the 
relation (1) and their Fourier transforms have compact supports disjoint 
from the origin. So we can assume that A’s are supported, say, in the 
annulus (~EIW”: l,lR<lc(<R,R>O,. ’ If we show that under these con- 
ditions there exists f‘~ L’ such that ;Iflt?.u, =fi. then the lemma will be 
proved, in view of the density of .9 in W’.‘(&Y). 
Let a,, j= 1, 2 ,..., n and a be functions in L’([w”) satisfying 
for 1/2R< /(I <2R. Now define 
-f=a*f ai*&. 
j= 1 
Clearly, f E L’ and df/dXi=a,* x,"=' ai *f;. 
Using (1) we see that, 
$=(!, aj*aj) *L. 
Since x,“=, (ti,({))’ = 1 on the support off,, we have ?f/axi =fi and this 
completes the proof. 
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Remark 1. If k < n, it follows from Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality 
[S, p. 1291 that for anyfE9, 
llfll L”” -k G Il.fll N* I. 
So, Gk.’ can then be identified with a subspace of L”,“Pk and thus, in 
particular, is a space of distributions for li <n. 
C. Com/‘arison qf Fourier multiplier qf Wk.’ and ak.’ 
We shall say that a pseudomeasure S is a multiplier of fik,‘( ,‘*) if there 
exists a I:onstant C such that, 
for any .,.‘E 9( KY). 
We shall denote by ( fik.‘, ak.‘) the class of such multipliers, and call the 
bounded functions 3 as Fourier multipliers, where SE ( I@k,‘, mk.‘). 
Rema!.k 2. We have the inclusions: 
The first inclusions are very easy to prove. As for the last one, it is sufficient 
to consider k even and show that 
IIS * .fll L’ 6 ~ll.f’llH’, 
where .!’ E ( ek.‘, Lb”.‘) and .f E H’ such that its Fourier transform is in 
~Q(rW’l), :.upported away from the origin. Then ( -4))“2 ,f. which is defined 
by 
.F[( -A) -k2f](<)= I<1 -“f(g) 
is in Ipk.‘([Wrr), and (Id -’ ‘,fll cl+., d Cll.fllH’ as Riesz transforms are 
boundecl in H’. So 
If m s the corresponding Fourier multiplier and cp E a( aB”) is suported 
outside the origin, mcp is the Fourier transform of an L’ function. Like 
Fourier multipliers of H’, Fourier multipliers of mk.’ may only have 
irregularities around the origin and at infinity. 
Let LS remark that, while the first and the last inclusions are strict (for 
the first one, see [3] and Proposition 1; for the last one, see Theorem 2), 
the question is open for the intermediate ones. 
Fourier multipliers of d”.’ have the same homogeneity properties as 
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Fourier multihers of Lp. We do not give the proofs of the next two lemmas, 
which are analogs of the classical results for Fourier multipliers of Lp. 
LEMMA 2. rf m is a Fourier muhipiier of fik31, so is m(&t) for E > 0; 
moreotrer, the corresponding multipliers haoe the same norm. 
LEMMA 3. Cf {m,} is a sequence of Fourier multipliers of tik.’ which are 
umformly bounded in the multiplier norm, and tf (m,} tends pointwise to m, 
then m is also a Fourier multiplier qf fik.‘. 
Now comparing the Fourier multipliers of Wk.’ and pk.‘, we show that 
they behave alike at infinity. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Fourier multipliers qf Wk,‘( R”) are also Fourier mul- 
tipliers of Pk.‘( KY’). 
(ii ) Fourier multipliers oj’ fik,‘( R”) which canish in a neighbourhood of 
the origin are also Fourier multipliers of W”,‘(R”). 
The crucial point is to prove: 
LEMMA 4. Let m be a bounded function which vanishes in a 
neighbourhood qf the origin. It is a Fourier multiplier of W”,‘( R”) if and onI4 
if it is a Fourier multiplier of Cpk.‘( W). 
Proof: Let us suppose that k = 1 for simplicity. Let cp E G$ X (R”) be such 
that 4 is compactly supported in the neighbourhood of zero where m 
vanishes, and is 1 in a smaller neighbourhood of zero. One can verify that 
the functions [l - @(<)I <,/1<12 are Fourier transforms of L’ functions, say, 
b, ; j = I , 2 ,..., n. 
Let us take 3 = m. Then for f E 9( KY’), S * f = I;=, b, * (ir/?x,)( S * f), 
so that we have 
Hence it follows that m is a Fourier multiplier of W’,’ whenever it is a 
Fourier multiplier of @I.‘. 
On the other hand, as S * f = S * (6 - cp) * j; we need only to prove that 
ll~~-cp~*fll.~‘.‘~~llfll~~.~ 
Or, equivalently that 
II~~-cp~*flll~~Il~~-cp~*fll,~~.~. 
But (6 - cp) * f = x Ci * (d/Sx,)[(b - cp) *.f], where the C,‘s are 
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L’-funct-ons whose Fourier transform is a/It;]’ on the support of (1 - @). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 1. The second part of the proposition has been 
proved i I Lemma 4. To prove the first part, let m be a Fourier multiplier of 
W’~‘(R” I. Let Y be in 9(Rn) with YE 1 in a neighbourhood of zero. Let us 
write m = mY+ m( 1 - Y). Now mY is the Fourier transform of an L’ 
function (in fact, a I+“~‘-function) and (1 - Y) m is a Fourier multiplier of 
I@‘.’ by Lemma 4. Hence it follows that m is a Fourier multiplier of I@‘,‘. 
D. Proqfs of Theorems 1 and 2 
First, we shall prove a special case of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that P,(<)/1[1’” is a Fourier multiplier qf 
I@.‘( R” ), bchere P, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m. Then P,( {) is 
of the fcv-m Cltl”, ,c,here C is a constant. 
Proqf It is enough to consider the case when m is even. For. if 
P,Jt)/l~‘l”’ is a Fourier multiplier, so is (P,,,(<))2/l~12”‘. 
We stall show, on the basis of our hypothesis, that the polynomials 
j’: P,( 15 and 5’ IQ”‘, \c(( = k, are linearly dependent. From the linear depen- 
dence, i: is easily verified that Pm(l) = Cl<l”‘. 
Suppose they were linearly independent. For any constant C, by 
Ornsteilt’s theorem [2], there would exist ge 9(Rn) depending on I > 0 
such th;tt 
while s:.tisfying 
Now ))ut f = ( - A)“‘2 g. Clearly 11 f (I cl”., < 1, whereas (IS * .fll ,w., > 
Il(dk/dxf) S * f IlLI = Il(@/ds~) P,,,(D) gl/ Ll 2 I, taking s(Y) = P,(<)/l~l”‘. 
This contradicts the assumption that S is a multiplier. 
Now to give the proof of Theorem 2, we need 
LEMh[A 5. Let H, denote the space of spherical harmonics of degree 1 on 
the uni, sphere S”- ‘. Let w be a continuous function on s” ~ ’ and let w, 
denote the orthogonal projection of o on H,. Denote by Q (resp. Q,) the 
homogtneous function of degree zero defined on R” - { 0 ) 6) 
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Q(x) = w(xllxll ) (rap. Q,(x) = o,(x/~js~l )). Then ifs2 is a Fourier multiplier 
.for lRk,’ so is R,. 
Proof. Let us denote by pI the natural (irreducible) representation of 
the rotation group SO(n) on H, and by x, the character of the represen- 
tation p,. It is known that we have, for 5 E S+‘, o,(g) = dim H, JSoln, xl(q) 
cr)(rl -It) &, where dq is the normalised Haar measure on SO(n). We easily 
verify that, for 5 E KY\{0 j, 
(2) 
Since Fourier transform commutes with rotations and SO(n) acts con- 
tinuously on pk.‘, we see that the function 5 H sZ(q ~ ’ 5) is a Fourier mul- 
tiplier on I&k,‘. Thus the function 5 -x~(~)SZ(V-‘~) is again a Fourier 
multiplier on l&‘k,’ for each q in SO(n). It then follows from the above 
integral representation (2) that 0, is a Fourier multiplier on I&‘k,‘. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof qf Theorem 2. Let 52 be a homogeneous function of degree 0 
which is a Fourier multiplier on fik.‘. Let o be the restriction of Q to S”- ’ 
and w = 1, wI be the expansion of w in terms of spherical harmonics CD, on 
s”- ‘. By the above lemma each 52, is a Fourier multiplier on pk.‘. By the 
definition of spherical harmonics, we have O,= Pr(<)/l<I’ where P, is a 
homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree 1. Since P1(t)/l<l’ is a Fourier 
multiplier on JQk,‘, we have P,= 0 for I # 0, by Proposition 2. Hence 
R = P,, a constant. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Using Proposition 1 and Lemmas 2 and 3, we see 
that, in the notation of the statement, Q is a Fourier multiplier of I@‘. The 
function 52 being homogeneous of degree 0, Theorem 1 follows from 
Theorem 2. 
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